This paper analyzes the effect of the structural variation of sentences on parsing performance. We examine the performance of both shallow and deep parsers for two sentence constructions: imperatives and questions. We first prepare an annotated corpus for each of these sentence constructions by extracting sentences from a fiction domain that cover various types of imperatives and questions. The target parsers are then adapted to each of the obtained corpora as well as the existing query-focused corpus. Analysis of the experimental results reveals that the current mainstream parsing technologies and adaptation techniques cannot cope with different sentence constructions even with much in-domain data.
Introduction
Parsing is a fundamental natural language processing task and essential to various NLP applications. Recent research on parsing technologies has achieved high parsing accuracy in the same domain as the training data, but once we move to unfamiliar domains, the performance decreases to unignorable levels.
To address this problem, previous work has focused mainly on adapting lexical or syntactic preferences to the target domain, that is, on adding lexical knowledge or adjusting probabilistic models for the target domain using available resources in the target domain (see Section 2). Underlying the previous approaches, there seems to be the assumption that grammatical constructions are not largely different between domains or do not affect parsing systems, and therefore the same parsing system can be applied to a novel domain.
However, there are some cases where we cannot achieve such high parsing accuracy as parsing the Penn Treebank (PTB) merely by re-training or adaptation. For example, the parsing accuracy for the Brown Corpus is significantly lower than that for the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) portion of the Penn Treebank, even when re-training the parser with much more in-domain training data than other successful domains.
This research attempts to identify the cause of these difficulties, and focuses on two types of sentence constructions: imperatives and questions. In these constructions, words in certain syntactic positions disappear or the order of the words changes. Although some recent works have discussed the effect of these sentence constructions on parsing, they have focused mainly on more well-formed or style-restricted constructions such as QA queries, etc. This research broadens the target scope to include various types of imperatives and questions. We analyze how such sentences affect the parsing behavior and then attempt to clarify the difficulties in parsing imperatives and questions. To do so, we first prepare an annotated corpus for each of the two sentence constructions by borrowing sentences from fiction portion of the Brown Corpus.
In the experiments, parsing accuracies of two shallow dependency parsers and a deep parser are examined for imperatives and questions, as well as the accuracy of their part-of-speech (POS) tagger. Since our focus in this paper is not on the development of a new adaptation technique, a conventional supervised adaptation technique was applied to these parsers and the tagger. Our aim is rather to clarify the difficulties in parsing imperatives and questions by analyzing the remaining errors after the adaptation.
Related work
Since domain adaptation is an extensive research area in parsing research (Nivre et al., 2007) , many ideas have been proposed, including un-or semi-supervised approaches (Roark and Bacchiani, 2003; Blitzer et al., 2006; Steedman et al., 2003; McClosky et al., 2006; Clegg and Shepherd, 2005; McClosky et al., 2010) and supervised approaches (Titov and Henderson, 2006; Hara et al., 2007) . The main focus of these works is on adapting parsing models trained with a specific genre of text (in most cases the Penn Treebank WSJ) to other genres of text, such as biomedical research papers and broadcast news. The major problem tackled in such tasks is the handling of unknown words and domain-specific manners of expression. However, parsing imperatives and questions involves a significantly different problem; even when all words in a sentence are known, the sentence has a very different structure from declarative sentences.
Compared to domain adaptation, structural types of sentences have received little attention to date. A notable exception is the work on QuestionBank (Judge et al., 2006) . This work highlighted the low accuracy of state-of-the-art parsers on questions, and proposed a supervised parser adaptation by manually creating a treebank of questions. 1 The question sentences are annotated with phrase structure trees in the Penn Treebank scheme, although function tags and empty categories are omitted. QuestionBank was used for the supervised training of an LFG parser, resulting in a significant improvement in parsing accuracy. Rimell and Clark (2008) also worked on the problem of question parsing in the context of domain adaptation, and proposed a supervised method for the adaptation of the C&C parser (Clark and Curran, 2007) . In this work, question sentences were collected from TREC 9-12 competitions and annotated with POS and CCG lexical categories. The authors reported a significant improvement in CCG parsing without phrase structure annotations.
Our work further extends Judge et al. (2006) and Rimell and Clark (2008) , while covering a wider range of sentence constructions. Although QuestionBank and the resource of Rimell and Clark (2008) claim to be corpora of questions, they are biased because the sentences come from QA queries. For example, such queries rarely include yes/no questions or tag questions. For our study, sentences were collected from the Brown Corpus, which includes a wider range of types of questions and imperatives. In the experiments, we also used QuestionBank for comparison.
Target Parsers and POS tagger
We examined the performance of two dependency parsers and a deep parser on the target text sets. All parsers assumed that the input was already POS-tagged. We used the tagger in Tsuruoka et al. (2005) .
MST and Malt parsers
The MST and Malt parsers are dependency parsers that produce non-projective dependency trees, using the spanning tree algorithm (McDonald et al., 2005a; McDonald et al., 2005b) 2 and transitionbased algorithm (Nivre et al., 2006) 3 , respectively. Although the publicly available implementation of each parser also has the option to restrict the output to a projective dependency tree, we used the non-projective versions because the dependency structures converted from the question sentences in the Brown Corpus included many non-projective dependencies. We used the pennconverter (Johansson and Nugues, 2007) 4 to convert a PTB-style treebank into dependency trees 5 . To evaluate the output from each of the parsers, we used the labeled attachment accuracy excluding punctuation.
HPSG parser
The Enju parser (Ninomiya et al., 2007) 6 is a deep parser based on the HPSG (Head Driven Phrase Structure Grammar) formalism. It produces an analysis of a sentence including the syntactic structure (i.e., parse tree) and the semantic structure represented as a set of predicateargument dependencies. We used the toolkit distributed with the Enju parser to train the parser with a PTB-style treebank. The toolkit initially converts a PTB-style treebank into an HPSG treebank and then trains the parser on this. The HPSG treebank converted from the test section was used as the gold-standard in the evaluation. As evaluation metrics for the parser, we used labeled and un- 
Preparing treebanks of imperatives and questions
This section explains how we collected the treebanks of imperatives and questions used in the experiments in Section 5.
Extracting imperatives and questions from Brown Corpus
The Penn Treebank 3 contains treebanks of several genres of texts. Although the WSJ treebank has been used extensively for parsing experiments, we used the treebank of the Brown Corpus in our experiments. As the Brown Corpus portion includes texts of eight different genres of literary works (see the first column in Table 1 ), it is expected to contain inherently a larger number of imperatives and questions than the WSJ portion. The Brown Corpus portion of the Penn Treebank 3 is annotated with phrase structure trees as in the Penn Treebank WSJ. Interrogative sentences are annotated with the phrase label SBARQ or SQ, where SBARQ denotes wh-questions, while SQ denotes yes/no questions. Imperative sentences are annotated with the phrase label S-IMP. All sentences annotated with these labels were extracted. Imperatives and questions appear not only at the top level but also as embedded clauses. We extracted such embedded imperatives and questions as well. However, if these were embedded in another imperative or question, we only extracted the outermost one. Extracted sentences were postprocessed to fit the natural sentence form; that is, with first characters capitalized and question marks or periods added as appropriate.
As a result, we extracted 750 imperative sentences and 1,241 question sentences from 24,243 sentences. Examples of extracted sentences are shown in Figure 1 . Table 1 gives the statistics of the extracted sentences, which show that each genre contains top-level / embedded imperative and question sentences to some extent. 7 As described below, we also used QuestionBank in the experiments. The advantage, however, of using the Brown treebank is that it includes annotations of function tags and empty categories, and therefore, we can apply the Penn Treebank-to-HPSG conversion program of Enju (Miyao and Tsujii, 2005) , which relies on function tags and empty categories. Hence, we show experimental results for Enju only with the Brown data. It should also be noted that, a constituencyto-dependency converter, pennconverter (Johansson and Nugues, 2007), provides a more accurate conversion when function tags and empty categories are available (see footnote 4).
Extracting questions from QuestionBank
QuestionBank consists of question sentences as well as a small number of imperative and declarative sentences. We extracted 3,859 sentences annotated with SBARQ or SQ. During the exper- iments, we found several annotation errors that caused fatal errors in the treebank conversion. We manually corrected the annotations of twelve sentences. 8 Examples of the annotation errors include brackets enclosing empty words and undefined or empty tags. We also found and corrected obvious inconsistencies in the corpus: character " ' " replaced by "<" (737 sentences), token "?" tagged with "?" instead of "." (2,051 sentences), and phrase labels annotated as the POS (one sentence).
Exploring difficulties in parsing imperatives and questions
We examined the performance of the three parsers and the POS tagger with Brown imperatives and questions, and QuestionBank questions. By observing the effect of the parser or tagger adaptation in each domain, we can identify the difficulties in parsing imperative and question sentences.
We also examined the portability of sentence construction properties between two similar domains: questions in Brown and in QuestionBank. Table 2 shows the experimental datasets we created for five domains: WSJ, Brown overall, Brown imperatives, Brown questions, and QuestionBank questions. Each of the parsers and the POS tagger was adapted to each target domain as follows: POS tagger -For Brown overall, we trained the model with the combined training data of Brown overall and WSJ. For Brown imperatives / questions and QuestionBank, we replicated the training data a certain number of times and utilized the concatenated replicas and WSJ training data for training. The number of replicas of training data was determined from among 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, and 128 , by testing these numbers on the development test sets in three of the ten datasets for cross validation.
Experimental settings
MST and Malt parser -For Brown overall and QuestionBank questions, we trained the model on 8 We intend making these corrections publicly available. Enju parser -We used the adaptation toolkit in the Enju parser (Hara et al., 2007) , which is based on the idea of reference distribution (Jelinek, 1998) . The parser was trained on the same training data set as the MST and Malt parser for each of the target domains . Table 3 gives the POS tagging accuracy for the target domains. When we applied the WSJ tagger to other domains, the tagging accuracy basically decreased. For Brown overall, compared with the WSJ, the accuracy did not decrease much. However, for imperatives and questions, the POS tagger accuracy decreased significantly. The table shows that the adaptation improved the tagging accuracy to some extent, but that the improved accuracy for imperatives and questions was still below that of the adapted tagger for Brown overall. Figure 2 shows the POS tagging accuracy for Table 4 : Main tagging errors for each construction the target domains for varying sizes of the target training data. This graph shows that for both types of sentences, the first 300 training sentences greatly improved the accuracy, but thereafter, the effect of adding training data declined. It indicates the inherent difficultly in parsing imperatives and questions; to match the tagging accuracy of the WSJ tagger for the WSJ (97.53% in Table 3 ), just using much more training data does not appear to be enough. In particular, the problem is more serious for imperatives.
Overview of POS tagging accuracy

Error analysis in POS tagging
Next, we explored the tagging errors in each domain to observe the types of errors from the WSJ tagger and which of these were either solved by the adapted taggers or remain unsolved. Table 4 shows the most frequent tagging errors given by the WSJ tagger / adapted tagger for Brown questions, Brown imperatives, and QuestionBank questions, respectively. From the results, we found that the main errors of the WSJ tagger for the Brown domains were mistagging of verbs, that is, "VB → ***". We then analyzed why each of these errors had occurred.
For Brown imperatives, the WSJ tagger gave two main tagging errors: "VB → NN(P)" and "VB → VBP". These two types of errors arise from the differences in sentence constructions between Brown imperatives and WSJ. First, the WSJ tagger, trained mainly on declarative sentences, prefers to give noun phrase-derived tags at the beginning of a sentence, whereas an imperative sentence normally begins with a verb phrase. Second, the main verb in an imperative sentence takes a base form, whereas the WSJ tagger trained mainly on tensed sentences prefers to take the verb as a present tense verb.
After adapting the tagger to Brown imperatives, the tagger would have learned that the first word in a sentence tends to be a verb, and that the main verb tends to take the base form. Table 4 shows that the above two types of errors decreased to some extent as expected, although a few mistags of verbs still remained.
By investigating the remaining errors associated with VB, we found that several errors still occurred even in simple imperative sentences such as "VB → NN" for "Charge" in "Charge something for it", and that some errors tended to occur after a to-infinitive phrase or conjunction, such as "VB → NN" for "subtract" in "To find the estimated net farm income, subtract ...". The former type could be solved by increasing the training data, whereas the latter error type cannot easily be solved with a model based on a word N-gram since it cannot recognize the existence of a long advervial phrase, etc. preceding the main verb.
We also analyzed the errors in Brown questions and QuestionBank questions, and again found that many errors were due to the fact that the WSJ tagger was trained on a corpus consisting mainly of declarative sentences. After the adaptation, although some of the errors, such as the special use of wh-words, i.e., "WDT → WP", were corrected, other kinds of errors related to the global change in sentence structure still remained.
To tag words correctly both in imperatives and questions, we may have to consider richer information than only N-gram based features, such as dependency or phrasal structures. Context information may also help; if the tagger knows that a sentence is uttered in a sequence of conversation, the tagger can consider the higher possibility of the sentence being an imperative or question. Table 5 gives the parsing accuracy of MST (first order), MST (second order), Malt, and the Enju parser for WSJ, Brown overall, Brown imperatives, Brown questions, and QuestionBank questions. Figure 3 plots the parsing accuracy against the training data size of the four parsers for Brown imperatives, Brown questions, and QuestionBank questions. The bracketed numbers give the accuracy improvements from "WSJ parser + WSJ tagger". Note that, since the training of the MST Table 5 : Accuracy of each parsing system for the Brown Corpus and QuestionBank parser (second order) on Brown overall, Brown questions, and QuestionBank could not be completed in our experimental environment 9 , the corresponding parsing accuracies denoted by bracketed hyphens in Table 5 could not be measured, and consequently, we could not plot complete graphs of the second order MST for Brown questions and QuestionBank questions in Figure 3 .
Overview of parsing accuracy
After adaptation (see "Adapted parser" columns in Table 5 ), the parser achieved two to eight percent higher accuracy for each of the Brown domains compared to the WSJ parser. For QuestionBank, 25 to 35 percent improvement in accuracy was observed. Figure 3 shows that the improvement is generally proportional to the size of the training data and that this tendency does not seem to converge, except for the Malt parser for QuestionBank. This would suggest that lower accuracy than that of the WSJ parser for the WSJ could still be as a result of a lack of training data. In Figure 3 , the parser accuracy for QuestionBank, for which we could use much more training data than for Brown questions, approaches or even exceeds that of the WSJ parser for WSJ. However, as there is no more training data for Brown imperatives and questions, we need to either prepare more training data or explore approaches that enable the parsers to be adapted with small amounts of training data.
Error analysis on parsing
To capture an overview of the adaptation effects, we observed the error reduction in the Malt parser. 9 The reason is a crash of the learning program, presumably caused by huge memory consumption and/or huge intermediate files. Table 6 gives the recall errors on labeled dependencies, which were observed more than ten times for 100 analysis sentences in each domain. For each dependency shown in the second column, the third and fourth columns show the number of parsing errors by the WSJ parser with gold tags and the adapted parser with gold tags, respectively. Since ROOT dependencies, that is, heads of sentences, are critical to the construction of sentences, we focus mainly on this type of error.
For Brown imperatives and questions, the reduction in ROOT dependency accuracy was prominent. On investigation, we found that the WSJ parser often made mistakes in parsing sentences which began or ended with the name of the person being addressed. For example, in Brown imperatives, for the sentence "See for yourself, Miss Zion.", the WSJ parser mistook the name "Zion" to be ROOT, and the main verb "See" to be a modifier of the name. The adapted parser correctly assigned ROOT to the main verb.
We also found that the WSJ parser often made mistakes in parsing sentences containing quota- For such sentences, the WSJ parser regarded the first "!" or "?" as ROOT, and "Hang" or "did" as the modifier of the punctuation. A possible reason for this type of error could be that the Brown Corpus places exclamation or question marks outside, instead of inside the quotation. The adapted parser could handle this dubious construction and assigned ROOT to the main verbs as the corpus required. 10 On the other hand, we also observed some un- 10 We may have to correct the corpus.
solved errors, of which we discuss two. First, Brown imperatives and questions, include many colloquial sentences, which have rather flexible constructions, especially imperatives, such as "Lift, don't shove lift!", "Come out, come out in the meadow!", etc. The parsing models based on the plausibility of constructions were not able to capture such sentences. Second, having different sentence constructions within a single sentence, such as, where a toinfinitive phrase or subordinate clause precedes an imperative or question, often confused the parser. For example, for the imperative sentence, "To find the estimated net farm income, subtract Table 8 : Distribution of question types the estimated annual farming expenditure...", both the WSJ and adapted parsers regarded "find" as ROOT, because the parsers regarded the words following "find" as a that-clause complementing "find", as in "To find [ (that) the estimated net farm income, subtract the estimated annual farming ...]". It would be difficult for the parsers to know which is the main clause in such complex sentences. This type of error cannot be solved merely by increasing the training data.
Imperative or question sentences typically consist not only of a pure imperative or question clause, but also of other constructions of phrases or clauses. These complex sentences were parsed without being partitioned into separate constructions, and as a result the parser sometimes became confused.
QuestionBank vs. Brown questions
Both the Brown questions and QuestionBank are in the question domain. In this section, we examine whether a parser adapted to one domain could be ported to another domain.
QuestionBank does not provide function tags, and therefore in training and evaluation of the parsers, abstracted dependencies were extracted from the corpus. As a result, a parser adapted to one domain could not provide correct dependency labels on functions for the other domain. However, we would expect that sentence constructions are basically common and portable between two domains, which would provide a correct boundary for phrases and therefore, the correct dependencies in phrases would be introduced by the adaptation. Table 7 gives the parsing or tagging accuracy of each parser and the POS tagger for Brown questions and QuestionBank. These results differ from those in Table 5 in that the parsers and the tagger have been adapted to another question domain. The table shows that the parsers adapted to the Brown questions improved their parsing accuracy with QuestionBank, whereas the parsers adapted to QuestionBank decreased in accuracy. Table  8 could explain this result. Using Brown questions, many wh-questions were learnt, which is what QuestionBank mainly contains. On the other hand, despite yes-no questions constituting more than half the Brown Corpus, these were not learnt using QuestionBank for training.
A question domain contains various types of questions with various sentence constructions. In order to parse questions correctly, we need to capture each of these correctly. This type of problem was not so obvious when we were working mainly with declarative sentences.
Conclusion
Through experiments with various parsers we observed that simple supervised adaptation methods are insufficient to achieve parsing accuracy comparable with that of declarative sentences. This observation holds both for POS tagging and parsing, and indicates that the parsers need to be fundamentally improved, such as re-constructing feature designs or changing parsing models.
Following on from this study, future work includes investigating parsing frameworks that are robust for sentences with different constructions, and/or methods that can effectively adapt a parser to different sentence constructions including imperatives and questions, among others.
